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Please repair your pitch marks, replace all
divots and rake any bunkers during your
round
Keep up with the group in front and not in
front of the group behind
Be aware that if you or any of your Golfing
Partners lose a ball, whilst taking the
allotted 5 minutes, the group behind must
be called through
If you are playing in a 4 ball group, please let
groups of 2 and 3 balls through whenever
possible
Do not trespass on neighbouring property
to retrieve your golf ball

11th, 13th and 15th holes - ground to the
left of the white stakes is out of bounds
5th hole - ground to the right of the white
stakes is out of bounds
Ladies may play on to the 4th fairway
beyond an imaginary line drawn between
the red/white stake and the Clubhouse
flagpole, but must give priority to players on
the 4th tee

Golfing Etiquette

Internal Out of Bounds

All Course Green Fees include Public Liability
Insurance
If a stray ball causes any damage to a car in our
car park, you are insured, but you must
complete a report form in the Booking Office
to enable any car owner to make a claim

Metal spikes are NOT permitted on the
Course, in the Clubhouse or surrounding areas
No items of denim clothing are permitted
No scruffy / work clothes
Collared shirts are expected for Ladies and
Gentlemen. NO vest-type shirts are to be
worn. Golfers are not permitted to remove
their shirts on hot days
V-neck / polo-neck / crew-neck or turtle-neck
jumpers or plain collared sweatshirts are
acceptable
No tracksuits / jogging pants are to be worn on
the Course
Players are expected to wear tailored Golf
Clothing

Insurance

Dress Code

Free!
Pitch mark repair

tools are available

from the booking

office

Situated in the heart of Jersey's picturesque conservation area in St Ouen's Bay,  Les Mielles
offers a challenging American Style Parkland Championship Golf Course.

1. Insert the Ball 
    Mark Repair Tool

2. Push Edges of the Ball
    Mark Towards the Centre

3. Smooth Over 
    With a Putter

Les Mielles Golf & Country Club, La Route de la Marette, St Ouen's Bay, Jersey, JE3 7FQ
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